Iraqi Leader Proposes Cease-Fire To Iran

By Vidal Sassoon
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Oil Crunch Not Long In Coming

Let's put it bluntly: We have already begun to see the effects of the oil crunch. This is not to say that the Middle East is not a major player in the world economy, but it is a fact that the oil crisis will have a major impact on the world economy.

The Fair: Where Adults Can Be Kids

By Vidal Sassoon
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War Could Worsen Hostage Situation

By Vidal Sassoon
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L.A. Times

Good Morning

It's Monday, Sept. 29, And...

It will be mostly cloudy with occasional light rain or drizzle. Conditions will be comfortable. High tonight: 68. High Monday will be 88.

Your Morning Weather: High 80s, Low 60s. It's just not the same when its 70 degrees outside and you're in a car. It's a good day for a drive or a picnic.

Los Angeles Times

Reduced taxes as governor of California

After signing the measures, a smiling Reagan gets up and shakes hands with two legislators, former state senator and now Rep. Richard L. Menzies, D-Calif, and former Republican Assemblyman W. Craig Middlebrooke. "If we could have it in L.A. as well, we'll have it in Washington," Reagan said.

Kidnappers: 200 hostages in Baker

Kidnappers yesterday claimed to have 200 hostages in Baker, Texas. They said the hostages were being held for ransom in Baker, a small town in the western United States.

Wrong Bill, Ronnie!

LA TIMES (UPI) - A television commercial peppered with images of Ronald Reagan signing a bill to end California's tax crisis actually shows the former governor signing a bill to increase state taxes, according to a new ad by the California Taxpayers Association.

LA TIMES (UPI) - The 1980 Olympic Games finally got under way with a three-hour opening ceremony and a two-hour parade of nations. It was the first time that the Games had been held in an Arab country.

LA TIMES (UPI) - A new law to reduce taxes as governor of California, which was signed by Reagan last week, has not yet been implemented. The law was expected to go into effect next spring.

LA TIMES (UPI) - A new law to reduce taxes as governor of California, which was signed by Reagan last week, has not yet been implemented. The law was expected to go into effect next spring.
Mountie Tradition No Easy Task

Mountie Steve Cothern and his horse. (Staff Photo by George W. Wilson)

News In Brief

Cops Kidnap Suspect Captured

LEHIGH, Pa. (AP) — A lewis police officer was wounded in a shootout with a fugitive wanted in the abduction of a 15-year-old girl. A Pennsylvania State Police officer was shot in the leg during the exchange of gunfire at a residence in Lehigh County. The suspect, who is currently at large, is described as a white male, approximately 5 feet 10 inches tall, and weighing around 170 pounds. He was last seen wearing a black shirt and black pants. The officer has been treated and released from the hospital.

Garwood Mental Health At Issue

CAMP LEIMESTER, N.J. (AP) — The question of mental health care for U.S. military personnel is once again a focal point in the debate over the costs of providing mental health services for returning veterans. The Garwood Health Clinic in Garwood, New Jersey, has been at the center of controversy regarding the quality of care provided to service members and their families. Local officials are calling for an independent review of the clinic's services and operations.

Cancer Vaccine Near?

BOSTON (AP) — The National Cancer Institute has announced that a new cancer vaccine is almost ready for human trials. The vaccine, which targets a type of cancer known as pancreatic cancer, has been in development for several years. According to the institute, the vaccine is expected to be available within the next year.

Engineers Return To Work

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — Engineers at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) have returned to work following a brief work stoppage. The engineers had been involved in negotiations with the federal government over salary and benefit issues. NASA officials have expressed confidence that the engineers will continue to contribute to the agency's mission.

Cleveland Starts Desegregation

CLEVELAND (AP) — The Cleveland Board of Education has approved a plan to desegregate the city's schools. The plan, which includes busing students to achieve a more diverse student body, was developed in consultation with the city's residents. The board has stated that it is committed to ensuring that all students have access to a quality education.

Site For Policeman's Trial Sought

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) — The U.S. Department of Justice has announced that it has identified a site for the trial of a police officer accused of corruption. The officer, who is accused of accepting bribes from local businesses, was arrested last year. The trial is expected to begin in the fall.

Boren For Coats

South Bend, Ind. — A local coat drive is in full swing, with hundreds of coats already collected. The drive, which is being organized by the local police department, aims to provide coats to those in need. The department is asking for donations of new or gently used coats.

New Italian Government Forming

Rome (AP) — Italy's political landscape has undergone a significant shift following the formation of a new Italian government. The new government, which includes representatives from multiple political parties, has been tasked with addressing the country's economic challenges and political instability. The government has been praised for its inclusive approach, but it remains to be seen how it will perform.

Mounting Tradition No Easy Task

Mountie Steve Cothern and his horse. (Staff Photo by George W. Wilson)

Polish Workers Threaten Strike

Warsaw (AP) — Polish workers are on the brink of launching a nationwide strike to protest against economic reforms. The government has announced plans to introduce changes to the pension system and reduce subsidies to industries, which have led to widespread outrage among workers. The strike is expected to begin next week.

What's The Population? Ask The Court

United Press International

In the courtroom, the question of population size became a focal point in the debate over the fairness of the upcoming election. The current population figures, which are used to determine the number of seats each state will have in Congress, have been the subject of much discussion. The court is expected to issue a ruling on the matter soon.

6 Neo-Nazis Arrested

Woman Found Dead

Death

Ball Shifts Support To Carter

United Press International

In the past few weeks, the election campaign has taken a turn, with support shifting in favor of Jimmy Carter. Carter has been campaigning vigorously, while his opponent, Ronald Reagan, has been struggling to gain momentum. The polls suggest that Carter's lead is now significant.

Doctor Loses Suit

Fort Worth, Texas — A local doctor has lost a lawsuit over a medical malpractice claim. The patient, who claimed to have suffered from a serious injury due to the doctor's negligence, was awarded $1 million in damages. The doctor has appealed the decision.

Know Your 3 R's

MASTRANS Inc.

Reading: This is not one of the 3 R’s.

Mathematics: This is not one of the 3 R’s.

Writing: This is not one of the 3 R’s.

Vote Tomorrow

City Council Ward 5
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**Drum Major Champ Turns To Education**

Former world champion drum major for Richard Andrews High School in northwest Oklahoma City, is now working with children in a special education center. (Staff Photo by Jana Berkel)

**Hints From Heloise**

Lemon Oil For Paintings

**Q And A About The War**

United Press International, London, England, asked the following questions: "What are the prospects for peace?" "How might the war be won?" "What will be the cost in lives and property?"

**Senate’s Billy Report Due**

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole (R-Kan.) said today he will introduce a resolution to begin discussions on the 1984 federal budget. The resolution will be the first step in the budget process for the 108th Congress. Senator Dole said he expects the resolution to be introduced next week.

**Newlyweds Feted**

**Couple Engaged**

New Markets For Bikes

**Button Safety**

**Decorated With Honor**

**FARM FOR FRIENDS OF THE VETERANS**

**Face Of The Enemy**

**Landon Doing Well**

**AFRAID to open your utility bill?**

Don’t miss John Doyle’s riveting discussion of your utility bill with corporation commission candidate Merle McCollum.

Monday At 8:30 P.M. on KYOK Radio. 1000 am.
Reagan Campaign Head Eager Lackey To Hughes

WASHINGTON - The recent rise of the less ambitious but highly opportunist riding Hughes' wave has been a source of both excitement and frustration for the Reagan campaign. Hughes' campaign has been on the rise for months, but now it appears he will finally catch up to Reagan. Hughes has been a loyal lackey, always in close proximity to Reagan. The timing of this move is opportune for Reagan, who is already in an advantageous position. Hughes' campaign office has been swamped with calls, and the pressure to act fast is mounting. Hughes' recent activities have been nothing short of impressive, and it's clear he has a real shot at capturing the nomination.

Jack Anderson

Cries For Defense Spending Increases Dangerous

By Paul K. Widen

Washington, D.C. - The nation's leaders are facing a crucial decision, as the president and Congress struggle to reach a consensus on the budget. The pressure to increase defense spending is growing, but at what cost? The question of whether to allocate more resources to defense is a complex one, and there are valid arguments on both sides.

America A Nation Devoid Of Meaningful Ideology?

By James J. Smith

Washington, D.C. - The recent rise of the less ambitious but highly opportunist riding Hughes' wave has been a source of both excitement and frustration for the Reagan campaign. Hughes' campaign has been on the rise for months, but now it appears he will finally catch up to Reagan. Hughes has been a loyal lackey, always in close proximity to Reagan. The timing of this move is opportune for Reagan, who is already in an advantageous position. Hughes' recent activities have been nothing short of impressive, and it's clear he has a real shot at capturing the nomination.

The Oklahoma Eye

Hamp Baker: A Rubber Stamp For The Utilities?

By Kyle Baker

Oklahoma City - When the Public Service Commission (PSC) in Oklahoma ruled that the state's 105 investor-owned utilities could keep their rates the same, many people were relieved. But what sort of rubber stamp is Hamp B. Baker, the PSC's new chairman? The choice could determine the future of the state's electric and gas utilities. Baker's appointment has been criticized by consumer advocates, who say he lacks the necessary experience to handle the complex issues facing the utilities.

Bob Greene

Vampire Census Nearing Completion

Galveston, Texas - The 1990 Census is fast approaching, and the city of Galveston is preparing to count its residents. The city's population has been on the decline for years, and the census will provide a snapshot of the city's current demographics. The city's population is now estimated to be around 30,000, down from a peak of 75,000 in the 1950s. The city's reduction in population has been attributed to a number of factors, including economic decline, aging population, and a lack of job opportunities.
Titan Silo A Pollution Threat

FBI Agent A 'Scapegoat'

Congress About To Recess For Election

Afghan Teen-Agers Fight With Rebels

Joey A Heart Throb, Too

How Dry It Is

Two years ago in the shared reflecting pool at Washington, D.C., sheets of the South Carolina to the Washington Monument. With water the water has descended. The water and should be refilled by spring 1982.
Sooners Have Long Way To Go

Stanford Was Good – But Not Great, Like Foes To Follow

Lion Theft Kills Vikes

Peacock's 3 TDs Power Rams

Upset Proved Howard Was Right On Rating
Cardinals Bring Eagles Down To Earth, 24-14

Chargers 26, Chiefs 7

The Packers 26, Eagles 24

Cowboys 28, Packers 7

Expos Drop Phils, Grab First

Tigers Stall NY Drive

One Special Place
The Midwest City Chamber of Commerce

Featuring...
Mary Clements, President, Clements Co.

The Chamber is good for my business because "The Chamber of Commerce works in industrial and commercial development, creating new jobs and adding to the property of Midwest City. With your help together we can make Midwest a better place for all of us to live. Join Today 722-2661"
Traditional Rivals Reach Clashes Untraditionally

Muskogee, Washington Rated No. 1
Only MacArthur Survives Kiss Of Death As Altus, Marlow Stumble

Crenshaw Bags Title

Refugee Transfer Continues

Carter, Reagan Interviewed

Sports Briefs

Suit Threatens Ali-Holmes Bout

Patriots Seeking To Avenge Loss
VANTAGE ULTRA LIGHTS

ULTRA TASTE!
ONLY ONE ULTRA LOW TAR HAS IT.

ONLY 6 mg tar